


LA FINESSE: FOUR VIRTUOSOS - 
DISTINCTIVE ARRANGEMENTS

LA FINESSE unites the worlds of classical and modern music and creates a new musical universe 

- made of strings. There was a time in history when classical music was ’pop music’ for privileged 

classes - this remarkable string quartet shows that classical music today can be pop music for the 

masses! The four ladies really know how to tell the musical stories of the most popular composers 

with their instruments - and they love to play with traditional and modern elements in their own 

way. All musical interpretations are exclusively arranged for and by LA FINESSE which creates 

the incredible distinctive sound of the quartet. 

Let‘s take a deep dive into the world of LA FINESSE and meet the fascination of classical music in 

combination with  elements of rock, house, dubstep or electronic music.

Live events with character - emotional and surprising
LA FINESSE has inspired music enthusiasts of the genres classical music, musical and pop all 

over Europe for more than five years now. Charme, talent and an outstanding live presence are the 

basis for unforgettable music events with character.

The four ’FINESSES’ enrich the programs of cabarets and music festivals. They played at events 

of namable companies, at receptions of public institutions and ministries and were involved in 

great charity events.

They have the courage to put the musical heritage of composers like Brahms, Mozart or Beet-

hoven in a new surprising context. There is probably no other string quartet that knows how to 

build a bridge between classical and modern music from Mozart’s era up to popular songs known 

from movie and tv screens. LA FINESSE live on stage is an emotional sound experience.
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LUST FOR LIFE  

Concerts and shows with LA FINESSE
Concerts and shows with LA FINESSE are spectacular live experiences, carried by soloistic virtu-

osity, modern arrangements and the unique modern sound of the string quartet. 

The four ’FINESSES’ surprise with the variety of their talent: LA FINESSE is more than a string 

quartet - it’s also a kind of symphony orchestra, a film orchestra, a gipsy band or even a rock band 

surrounded by drums, guitar and bass.

Make the LA FINESSE experience with moments of lust for live.

Classy receptions and dinners with LA FINESSE 
You are looking for classy background music for dinner or the perfect music  for an official 

reception? LA FINESSE comes with the adequate repertoire to accompany your event. 

Create your event as a sensual experience - with music from LA FINESSE.
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CONTACT
Daniela Reimertz und Birgit Förstner GbR
Gäßpfad 17
DE-63743 Aschaffenburg

Phone:  +49 6021 970225
E-Mail:  info@lafinesse-quartett.de lafinesse-quartett.de LA
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Enjoy the debut album of LA FINESSE:

„MUSIC  ON  CATWALK“.

It’s classy and alluring  - make the experi-
ence of a unique string quartet! Make the 
experience of LA FINESSE! We invite you 
to a journey through musical landscapes. 
Listen to songs you might know from mo-
vie and tv screens and enjoy the connec-
tion between classical and modern pieces 
of music. 

... a glass of champagne, spotlight on and 
prêt-à-play for:  „MUSIC  ON  CATWALK“ 


